What can you do with multiple noisy versions of the same text? We present a method which generates a single consensus between multi-parallel corpora. By maximizing a function of linguistic features between word pairs, we jointly learn a single corpus-wide multiway alignment: a consensus between 27 versions of the English Bible. We additionally produce English paraphrases, word-level distributions of tags, and consensus dependency parses. Our method is language independent and applicable to any multi-parallel corpora. Given the Bible's unique role as alignable bitext for over 800 of the world's languages, this consensus alignment and resulting resources offer value for multilingual annotation projection, and also shed potential insights into the Bible itself.
Introduction
Noisy or heterogeneous copies of the same text are prevalent in religious and literary texts (Resnik et al., 1999; Koppel et al., 2016) , machine translation n-best lists (Kumar and Byrne, 2004; Papineni et al., 2002) , comparable corpora (Barzilay and Lee, 2003) , and social media (Xu et al., 2015) . While copies can be analyzed independently or together in a pairwise manner, information can be lost by not using them all jointly.
We view these copies of text as multi-parallel corpora, which consist of multiple sets of comparable or partially aligned documents. This contrasts with parallel corpora, which are usually between only two. The goal of this work is to produce word alignments for multi-parallel corpora (Fig. 1) .
We approach this problem by tying the multiparallel corpora together using features such as pairwise word alignments, dependency parses, and POS tags. Our method jointly learns word alignments and annotations for these features in the English Biblical multi-parallel corpora. We produce multiway word alignments, complete dependency parses, and POS tag annotations for the English Bible. While our resources and choice of features are catered for our specific domain, the method can be applied more broadly for aligning and establishing consensus in any domain.
The English Bible is a literary religious text with multiple authors, disputed authorship structure, and multiple revisions for language modernization. 1 While there is existing computational work in Biblical analysis (Lee, 2007) , our contribution of automatically generated consensus annotations for all verses allows future research to efficiently investigate across all English Bibles. As the Bible is available in electronic form in over 800 of the world's languages (Mayer and Cysouw, 2014) , the Bible may be the only parallel corpus for low-resource languages, and our in-domain resources can be a valuable reference. 2
Method
The consensus consists of aligned tokens between the corpora. Assuming each corpus consists of partially aligned documents (e.g. verses of the Bible), we first target the word alignments at the document level. We then use a bootstrapping approach to produce the final corpus-wide alignment. By using a majority vote, the final alignments can produce additional consensus resources.
Document-level alignment
To create document-level alignments, documents from each corpus are processed sequentially. Suppose L = {D 1 , D 2 , ..., D k } is a set of parallel documents where d i,j is the jth token in D i . A matching M L is a document-level alignment which consists of a set of relations, R 1 , ..., R r . For example, if |L| = 2, then M L is a one-to-one word alignment between two lines of text. Its relations are either an aligned pair of tokens or an unaligned singleton token.
In Algorithm 1, M L is generated by adding the next document to an existing matching and weighing the edges between tokens and relations according to Equation 1. Edges are pruned to both speed up the solver and avoid conflating separate or weakly related tokens. The maximum weighted matching is then used to decide which relations are expanded.
(1)
Initialize matching with singletons relations 
is the multiset of outgoing edge labels from d in the dependency parse.
CHILDREN
Integer The number of children u, v of d, e where the edges (d, u) and (e, v) have the same label and Aligned (u, v) .
Relates a child v of e to d by considering the set U that aligns to v. For each u ∈ U , we increment the score if its parent is d and give additional points if the parent's POS tag and edge label is the same as those of e. However, these are normalized by |U |. together, both will grow as tokens from new tokens would have a similar score to both. By using total score, the bigger relation will dominate. On the other hand, taking the sum could lead large relations matching with unrelated tokens. For ease of future analysis, errors of this type were preferred.
A matching is scored by summing pairwise scores in all of its relations (Equation 2). Ideally, we would directly maximize F (M), but that is NPhard. 3 Instead, we match each document greedily.
Creating a corpus alignment
Suppose the documents in the multi-parallel corpora C = C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C c are already aligned, so for any document, we can find its counterpart in each C i , if it exists. This is the case for the Biblical data since the verse numbers act as document labels. Given an existing document-level alignment, we can improve the accuracy of individual features. For example, tokens within the same relation are synonymous, and so they are used to recompute the PAIRWISE feature. Algorithm 1 depends on the initial ordering of L. This motivates Algorithm 2, which both recomputes the feature values and shuffles the documents between each of the T = 10 iterations.
Algorithm 2 Corpus alignment
Input: Multi-parallel corpora C = C1, C2, ...Cc Parse and tag each Ci ∈ C 4 for t = 1 . . . T do Recompute corpus statistics Align every pair Ci, Cj ∈ C C.shuffle() Choose a new order for the documents for all documents L ∈ C do
Dataset and tools
The corpus of Bibles were collected by Mayer and Cysouw (2014) and contains 27 English versions. 23 contain just the New Testament (~8K verses, 200K words), while four also include the Old Testament (~31K verses,~900K words).
We use fast_align (Dyer et al., 2013) , a greedy, transition-based dependency parser (Honnibal and Johnson, 2015) , and an averaged perceptron POS tagger with Brown cluster features (Collins, 2002; Koo et al., 2008) for feature computation. 5 Fig. 3 shows an example of an alignment produced by our system. 6 There are a few misalignments due to both literary divergence and our design choices, such as the sum in Equation 1 and targeting one-toone alignments.
Results

Analysis of alignments
The visualization of the matchings simplifies analysis of literary variation. Relations with only a few or different members are easy to spot. These anomalies can be indicators of different choices in translation, unclean source text, or use of older language. For example, unlike "wise men" and "magi," "astrologers" only appears once across the rows wise men in Fig. 3 , so the word choice may be a deliberate. Small or singleton relations prompt further investigation into the source. 7 Since some of our features are independent of meaning, we correctly align non-English (e.g. Hebrew) words. 4 If parsing or tagging is improved by the alignments from the previous iteration, it could be rerun every iteration.
5 Implemented by https//spacy.io. 6 More examples in Appendix Tables 7 and 8 7 In Matthew 8:22 (diaglot version), an error in the source was discovered by an extraneous singleton relation: {"The"}. Relative improvement to iteration 1 Word indices in each of the columns also show the degree of reordering, which itself is a measure of divergence. 
Improvements across iterations
Limitations
Since there are no gold-standard annotations for this task, it is difficult to perform a meaningful quantitative evaluation on the alignments directly. Empirical evaluation is also challenging due to the scale of even a single multiway alignment. Because the tools used are not trained specifically for historical English religious texts, it is possible for the features themselves to be imprecise or noisy. For this predominantly modern English corpora, tokens with incorrectly preprocessed features can still be placed in the correct relation due to the correct features. For an even better alignment, additional features or a looser definition of IDENTITY would encourage improved alignments.
The proposed method assumes a one-to-one mapping between tokens and relations. Multi-word expressions in the consensus, like wise men, can be viewed as a multi-relation expression. It is challenging to generalize our method to many-to-many alignments.
Additional Biblical Resources
For a given relation, a consensus annotation can be derived by taking the majority annotation of the tokens in that relation. This can be extended on the corpus-level to word types by considering all relations represented by or containing that type.
In-domain paraphrases
We create a Bible-specific set of paraphrases. To obtain a distribution of similar words to a specific type w, we consider either all tokens in all relations that contain w (finer) or just the majority type of relations containing w (coarser) (Fig. 4) . The domain specific paraphrases demonstrate the linguistic variation across the Bible, which can be further analyzed. Fig. 5 explores some of the variations that occur in our specific domain.
Consensus distributions
We can compute both the majority values (Fig. 3 ) and the entire distributions (Fig. 6) we can compute the possible tags for a word type. By using the alignments, the distribution of tags is softer. This could be useful as a prior in crosslingual tag projection, since bitexts in the Bible are often not exact translations.
For each possible head of a token, we compute consensus edge labels. By taking the most frequent edges, this results in a consensus dependency parse. If the proportions are used instead of the consensus, the result is a distribution over possible parses.
Discussion and Related Work
While monolingual insights like paraphrases have potential applications in semantic textual similarity (Agirre et al., 2012) , there exist bigger corpora for those tasks, such as PPDB (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013) . However, as the Bible is often the only significant parallel text for many of the world's languages, improved 27-way consensus English resources created here have value for annotation projection to low-resource languages.
The Bible has been productively used as a key resource for cross-lingual knowledge transfer (Yarowsky et al., 2001; Agić et al., 2015) . Specifically, Johannsen et al. (2016) suggests a method for projecting POS tags and dependency parses onto a target language. Our approach can be modified in a similar way. By restricting the scoring function to use entirely language-independent features (e.g. pairwise alignments), our algorithm still maximizes the score of the matching by relearning an improved dictionary between iterations. The corpus alignment may also be desirable over separate alignments for multi-source projection tasks in noisier data because a word or phrase may only align with only a subset of the sources.
By generating resources specifically for the Bible, we hope to foster future computational methods for studying religious texts. Current Biblical visualization (Zhang et al., 2016) and authorship (Moritz et al., 2016) works use a small subset of the translations to perform their analysis. Our resources would encourage analysis across all versions of the Bible, which would be less biased than picking a small set. By weighing the votes cast by each token in a relation, it is even possible to emphasize a specific corpus.
The algorithms described in Section 2 can be applied to any parallel corpora. The scoring function is simple and accommodates arbitrary features. While our approach specifically assumes the documents (verses) within the corpora are already aligned, knowing which documents are similar (e.g. through clustering) is sufficient -perhaps at the cost of quality -to align and generate the subsequent resources.
Conclusion
We present a method for analyzing noisy multiparallel text on significant multi-parallel corpora: 27 versions of the English Bible. The algorithm maximizes a flexible heuristic scoring function, so it is language-independent and applicable to any multi-parallel corpora. We produce a corpus-wide word alignment and use its consensus to create additional in-domain resources.
Given the Bible's unique role as the primary or only significant bitext for many of the world's languages, the robustly induced consensus analyses and associated alignments offer particular value to annotation projection in low-resource languages. In addition, these results shed insight into the underlying semantics of very widely studied source texts via both consensus and divergence of their multiple distinct translations.
